Point simulation of seasonal snow cover dynamics beneath boreal forest canopies
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Abstract. The accurate simulation of snowpack deposition and ablation beneath forested areas is complicated by the fact that the vegetation canopy strongly affects the snow surface energy balance. Data collected as part of the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study are used to derive a series of simple canopy adjustments and drive a two-layer coupled energy- and mass-balance snowmelt model to simulate the deposition and ablation of the seasonal snowpack at six sites within the boreal forest for the 1994-1995 snow season. Snow cover energy gain in the spring is strongly controlled by canopy cover and is dominated by net radiation fluxes which contribute from 66% to 92% of the snow cover energy balance. Turbulent fluxes comprise 11% of the net energy balance on average, with minor contributions from soil and advected energy fluxes. Simulated depths at the forested sites generally show good agreement with measured snow depths, indicated by model efficiencies ranging from 0.90 to 0.94, with root-mean-square differences less than 5 cm. Seasonal snow covers in the boreal environment may be more sensitive to land use transitions, rather than climate shifts, due to the strong control exerted by vegetation canopies on radiation transfer processes.

1. Introduction

The boreal forest is the largest terrestrial biome, covering approximately 15% of the surface of the Earth [Pomeroy and Dion, 1996]. Recent studies indicate that climate changes occurring as a result of increased atmospheric CO2 will be most pronounced at higher latitudes (45° - 65°N), leading to warming and drying of the boreal regions [Schlesinger and Mitchell, 1987; Bonan et al., 1992]. There is evidence that these regions currently function as a sink for carbon released by fossil fuel combustion and land use changes [Tans et al., 1990], but climate change may substantially alter carbon dynamics in the boreal regions [Sellers et al., 1995a]. The seasonal onset of carbon assimilation and soil respiration in the boreal forest is strongly controlled by the timing of snowpack ablation and subsequent soil warming [Sellers et al., 1995a]. An understanding of the geophysical processes controlling snow cover deposition and ablation is therefore critical to the quantification of water and carbon dynamics within the boreal ecosystem.

The Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) was undertaken in 1993, as a multidisciplinary, international field investigation to improve the scientific understanding of mass and energy transfer processes between boreal forests and the lower atmosphere [Sellers et al., 1995a]. Two associated objectives of the project are to improve process models describing these dynamics, and to develop techniques for applying the models over large spatial scales. These developments will ultimately lead to improved land surface parameterizations (LSPs), which will be used to drive atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs), in order to improve global climate change analyses [Sellers et al., 1997a].

Seasonal snow cover dynamics respond to climate conditions at the snow surface, which are controlled locally by topographic and vegetation variations. Topographic relief is relatively subtle in many boreal regions, therefore climate conditions at the snow surface are primarily controlled by variations in the overlying vegetation canopy. Forest canopies may intercept a portion of incoming snow, which may fall to the ground, melt, or sublimate depending on climate conditions [Golding and Swanson, 1986; Lundberg and Halldin, 1994]. Canopies strongly influence the radiation balance of the snow cover by absorbing and reflecting incoming solar radiation (0.28 - 2.8 μm), altering the emission of thermal radiation (2.8 - 100 μm) [Male and Granger, 1981; Lafleur and Adams, 1986] and reducing the snow cover albedo by the deposition of organic debris [Pomeroy and Dion, 1996]. A forest cover shelters the snow cover from wind and alters temperature and humidity gradients, greatly reducing the efficiency of turbulent energy transfer [Berris and Harr, 1987; Ohta et al., 1993; Marks et al., 1998b]. The accurate adjustment of climate data collected at open sites for the presence of various vegetation canopies is therefore critical for the numerical modeling of snow cover processes in the boreal environment.

The objective of this study is to accurately simulate the energy- and mass-balance of the seasonal snow cover over an entire snow season at several locations beneath a range of
land cover types. A series of simple algorithms are developed to adjust time series meteorological data collected above forest canopies, or at open sites, to conditions at the snow surface for snow process simulation. The algorithms are designed to require commonly available spatial data products, such as species type and canopy height, so that the techniques may be readily applied in areas where detailed canopy structure measurements are not available. The algorithms are tested in conjunction with a two-layer mass- and energy-balance snowmelt model (SNOBAL) [Marks, 1988] to simulate the development and ablation of seasonal snow covers beneath a range of land covers. This manuscript describes point climate and snow cover simulations that were incorporated into spatially distributed snow cover simulations beneath boreal forests [Link and Marks, 1999]. This approach develops a tool to assess the potential effects of altered land use patterns and climate conditions on hydrologic processes and ecosystem dynamics.

2. Methods

In this section, selected study locations and data used to derive the canopy adjustment algorithms and to drive and validate SNOBAL are described. The development, validation, and application of the canopy algorithms to the model forcing data are discussed. A basic overview of the structure and equations solved by SNOBAL to compute snow cover mass and energy fluxes is provided.

2.1. Site Descriptions

The BOREAS study region comprises most of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, containing northern and southern study areas (NSA and SSA), within which process study sites are located [Sellers et al., 1997b].

Two sites in the NSA and four sites in the SSA were selected for snow cover mass- and energy-balance simulations. The locations were chosen to cover the range of canopy characteristics (i.e., open through dense conifer) found in the boreal regions and upon the completeness and availability of meteorological data for model forcing and validation. In the NSA, sites beneath a mature jack pine (NSA-OJP) and a mixed spruce/poplar (NSA-YTH) canopy were selected. In the SSA, sites located at an open area (SSA-open), and beneath mature aspen (SSA-OA), mature jack pine (SSA-OJP), and mature black spruce (SSA-OBS) canopies were selected. Each site is flat, with a laterally continuous (up to ~1 km) and homogeneous canopy with respect to species composition, stand age, and stem density. Detailed descriptions of site locations and characteristics are provided by Sellers et al. [1997b].

2.2. Data

Continuous above- and below-canopy meteorological data for the NSA-YTH, NSA-OJP, SSA-OJP, and SSA-OA sites were obtained from automated meteorological stations (AMS) maintained by the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) [Shewchuk, 1997]. At each site, the parameters listed in Table 1 were recorded as 15 minute averages of sensor scans completed every 5 s. Above-canopy sensor suites are located from 3 to 6 m above the top of the canopy, and below-canopy instrumentation is located at 2 m above ground level. Although no continuously monitored sensors were installed at the SSA-OBS stand or at the open site, these locations were included in the analyses to investigate snow cover dynamics within a full range of boreal land cover classes. Meteorological data for SSA-OBS and SSA-open were substituted from the nearest AMS, located at the SSA-OJP site, approximately 30 km to the east and 19 km to the north, respectively, for all calculations and model runs.

Subcanopy solar radiation measurements were made during winter intensive field campaigns (IFCs) completed in 1994 and 1996, according to procedures described by Hardy et al. [1997]. Ten Eppley pyranometers were randomly located beneath the forest canopies, so some radiometers were adjacent to stems and others were located in canopy gaps, to achieve a spatially integrated measure of global solar radiation at the snow surface. Measurements were made over periods of three to four clear days, with radiometers randomly relocated once a day.

Measurements of subcanopy thermal radiation were completed using two Eppley pyrgeometers, during the 1996 IFC at the SSA-OA and SSA-OBS sites. At the SSA-OJP site, subcanopy wind speed measurements were completed with an R.M. Young wind monitor located 2 m above the snow surface.

Manual snow course depth, density, and snow water equivalent (SWE) measurements were also completed within four land cover types (open, aspen, black spruce, and jack pine) in the SSA. Each snow course consisted of five stations approximately 100 m apart, where snow measurements were repeated near the 1st and 15th of the winter and spring months. All measurements were completed using a large diameter ESC-30 snow sampler with a 30 cm2 cutter area and a spring balance. The snow depths at each site were recorded to the nearest 0.5 cm, and the five sites averaged to obtain a mean snow depth for each land cover type.

2.3. Development of Canopy Adjustment Algorithms

SNOBAL requires meteorological measurements taken at or near the snow surface. The presence of a forest canopy necessitates the modification of the meteorological data required to drive SNOBAL, if the forcing data are collected above canopies or at open sites. The above-canopy solar radiation data must be adjusted to account for shading of the snow surface by the vegetation canopy, and for snow cover albedo, to obtain the net solar radiation absorbed by the snowpack. The above-canopy thermal radiation data must also be adjusted to account for the modification of incoming thermal radiation by the forest canopy. Wind speeds measured above the forest canopy must be modified to account for the sheltered conditions present at the forest floor in order to accurately calculate the turbulent energy fluxes.

2.3.1. Net solar radiation. The transmission of solar radiation through a vegetation canopy is dependent on the relative proportions of the beam and diffuse components, spectral characteristics of incoming radiation, and the physical structure and reflectance of the vegetation [Monteith and Unsworth, 1990]. The adjustment algorithms for solar radiation use commonly measured canopy characteristics to calculate the contribution of the different radiation components. Transmission through individual canopy elements (e.g., gaps, crown, stems) and spectral properties of transmitted solar
Table 1. BOREAS Instrumentation Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sensor Location</th>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Period of Record Resolution</th>
<th>Manufacturer Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forcing Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net solar radiation</td>
<td>above canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>Eppley PSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>precision spectral pyranometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse solar radiation</td>
<td>above canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>Eppley PSP precision spectral pyranometer with Eppler shadow band stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Eppler PIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incoming thermal radiation</td>
<td>above canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>precision infrared radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Everest Intercience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy temperature</td>
<td>above canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>4000AL infrared thermometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>R.M. Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind velocity</td>
<td>above canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>05103-10 wind monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Campbell Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
<td>above canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>HMP35CF temperature/relative humidity probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Campbell Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air temperature</td>
<td>within canopy</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>107F temperature probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Campbell Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil temperature</td>
<td>0.5 m depth</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>107BAM temperature probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>Belfort Instrument Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>small clearing</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>rainfall transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validation Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow depth</td>
<td>small clearing</td>
<td>NSA: OIP, YTH</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td>Campbell Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OIP, OA</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>UDG01 ultrasonic depth gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow depth</td>
<td>open and below canopy</td>
<td>*SSA: aspen, black spruce, jack pine</td>
<td>bimonthly</td>
<td>ESC-30 snow sampler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net solar radiation</td>
<td>below canopy</td>
<td>SSA: OIP</td>
<td>Feb. 7-11, 1994</td>
<td>10 Eppley PSFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OBS</td>
<td>Feb. 28 to March 4, 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OA</td>
<td>March 4-8, 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incoming thermal radiation</td>
<td>below canopy</td>
<td>SSA: OBS</td>
<td>Feb. 28 to March 4, 1996</td>
<td>2 Eppley PIRs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSA: OA</td>
<td>March 4-8, 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind velocity</td>
<td>below canopy</td>
<td>SSA: OIP</td>
<td>Feb. 7-11, 1994</td>
<td>R.M. Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>05103-10 wind monitor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Manual snow depth measurements were located in areas deemed to be representative of typical land covers and were not colocated at sites where continuous meteorological parameters were recorded.
radiation are not explicitly considered, in order to limit both
the driving and the validation data required for the algo-
rithms.

2.3.1.1. Theory: Global solar radiation ($S_g$) is composed
of a diffuse ($S_d$), or nondirectional component, and a colli-
mated, or beam ($S_b$) component, expressed as

$$ S_g = S_d + S_b \tag{1} $$

Assuming that all diffuse radiation at the snow surface
originates as diffuse radiation at the top of the canopy, the diffuse
radiation at the snow surface is expressed

$$ S_{d,f} = \tau_d \times S_{d,o} \tag{2} $$

where $S_{d,f}$ is the diffuse radiation at the snow surface (W m$^{-2}$),
$S_{d,o}$ is the diffuse radiation at the top of the canopy (W m$^{-2}$),
and $\tau_d$ is the optical transmissivity of the canopy to diffuse
radiation (dimensionless), or hemispherical sky view factor.

If it is assumed that the forest canopy at a given site is
homogeneous and continuous, the transmission of beam
radiation can be approximated using the Beer-Bouger-
Lambert law, which describes the exponential decay of radia-
tion through an isotropic, homogeneous medium [Peixoto
and Oort, 1992]. By applying this law, the beam radiation at
a subcanopy location ($S_{b,f}$) can be written as

$$ S_{b,f} = S_{b,o} \times e^{-\mu \sec(\theta)} \tag{3} $$

where $S_{b,o}$ is the direct radiation at the top of the canopy (W m$^{-2}$),
$\mu$ is the extinction coefficient (m$^{-1}$), which is inversely
proportional to the optical transmissivity of the canopy to
beam radiation, $h$ is the canopy height (m), and $\theta$ is the solar
elevation angle ($^\circ$).

Multiple scattering is not explicitly considered in these
formulations but is inherently accounted for in the empirical
derivations of $\tau_d$ and $\mu$.

In the above equations, $S_{d,o}$ and $S_{b,o}$ can be measured di-
rectly and $S_g$ obtained by computing the difference.
The global solar radiation below the canopy ($S_{g,b}$) is more difficult
to measure continuously at a site, due to the high spatial
variability of radiation beneath forest canopies and the high
cost and effort associated with maintaining a large array of
radiometers. $S_{g,b}$ can be calculated by summing (2) and (3),
given sufficient information regarding the physical character-
istics of the canopy. The height of the canopy is easily
measured, and $\theta$ can be calculated based on solar geometry,
leaving $\tau_d$ and $\mu$ to either be estimated or determined empiri-
cally. At the SSA-OJP, SSA-OA, and SSA-OBS sites, the
availability of high quality, high temporal resolution above-
and below-canopy radiation measurements permitted the ac-
curate estimation of these two parameters.

2.3.1.2. Calculation of $\tau_d$ and $\mu$: Although $S_{d,o}$ measure-
ments were not completed at any of the sites, individual ra-
diometers within the subcanopy array are occasionally
shaded by canopy elements over the course of a day, yielding
sporadic measurements $S_{d,f}$. When all radiation data from the
subcanopy array are plotted synchronously, an approximate
diffuse radiation curve is produced by the inverted peaks on
the individual curves. The value $\tau_d$ is determined
graphically, by iteratively multiplying $S_{d,o}$ by estimated
values for $\tau_d$, until the resulting curve matches the $S_{d,f}$ curve
to within 5%.

The $S_{d,f}$ value for each time interval is computed by sub-
tracting $S_{d,e}$ calculated using (2), from the mean $S_{d,e}$ measured
by the subcanopy radiometer array. The total direct subcan-
opy solar radiation at the snow surface during the subcanopy
measurement period is calculated by numerically integrating
the $S_{d,e}$ over the measurement period. An iterative solution
for $\mu$ is obtained for each canopy type by estimating values
for $\mu$ and numerically integrating the calculated $S_{d,f}$ using (3),
until the resulting net incident energy converges to within 1% of
the measured value.

2.3.1.3. Algorithm validation: An example of calculated $S_{d,f}$ values using (2) and (3) over the period of subcanopy
radiation measurements is shown in Figure 1. The average of
the 10 subcanopy radiometers is depicted by the solid line,
and the calculated $S_{d,f}$ values are shown by the dashed line.
The average radiometer traces exhibit some noise, indicating
that the number of radiometers in the subcanopy array are
insufficient to completely integrate the subcanopy spatial
variability.

Table 2 presents the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient or model
efficiency (ME), which describes the variation in measured
values accounted for by the model, calculated as

$$ ME = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_{obs} - X_{sim})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_{obs} - X_{avg})^2} \tag{4} $$

where $n$ is the total number of observations, $X_{obs}$ is the ob-
served quantity at a given time step, $X_{sim}$ is the simulated
quantity at the same time step, and $X_{avg}$ is the mean of ob-
served values. The table also presents the root mean-square-
difference (RMSD), calculated as

$$ RMSD = \frac{1}{n} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_{sim} - X_{obs})^2}{n}} \tag{5} $$

and the relative mean bias difference (RMBD) calculated as

$$ RMBD = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_{sim} - X_{obs}) \tag{6} $$

The above- and below-canopy radiation measurements
were made concurrently (SSA-OJP, SSA-OA), the model
efficiency indicates good agreement ($ME=0.94$ to 0.96). ME
is lower at the SSA-OBS site due to a smaller degree of
variation, and because the simulated values are computed
using $S_{d,o}$ from the SSA-OJP site. However, the RMSD for
the solar radiation adjustments at SSA-OBS is only 9 W m$^{-2}$.
Because the adjustment algorithm for solar radiation is cali-
brated to the measured $S_{d,e}$ values, bias is essentially re-
moved, resulting in the very small RMBD values. The calcu-
lated values match closely at all Sun angles (Figure 1), in-
dicating that the canopy filters are robust across a range of
Sun angles. The accurate quantification of radiation trans-
mission as a function of zenith angle suggests that these algo-
rithms will effectively account for seasonal variations in ze-
nith angle and will therefore be applicable throughout the
entire snow season.
2.3.1.4. Albedo adjustments: The net diffuse and beam radiation absorbed by the snow cover is a function of the respective spectrally integrated albedos for diffuse and beam radiation and is written

\[ S_{n,f} = (1 - \alpha_d)S_{d,f} + (1 - \alpha_b)S_{b,f} \]  

where \( \alpha_d \) is the snow cover albedo for diffuse radiation (0.98, dimensionless), and \( \alpha_b \) is the snow cover albedo for beam radiation (dependent on solar elevation angle).

A constant \( \alpha_d \) of 0.98 is applied to all calculated \( S_{d,f} \) values to obtain the net diffuse radiation absorbed by the snow cover. The visible (0.28 - 0.7 \( \mu \)m) and near-infrared (0.7 - 2.8 \( \mu \)m) beam albedos (\( \alpha_{vb} \) and \( \alpha_{ur} \), respectively) at each measurement interval for an open site are calculated as a function of grain growth and Sun angle using the empirical relationships described by Warren and Wiscombe [1980], Wiscombe and Warren [1980], and Marshall and Warren [1987]. The \( \alpha_d \) was estimated from the average of \( \alpha_{vb} \) and \( \alpha_{ur} \). At the forested sites, an additional albedo reduction function was applied to simulate the effects of organic debris accumulation within the snowpack. This function linearly decreases the albedos from the time of maximum snowpack accumulation to the time of complete ablation. The function is defined so that the subcanopy snow cover albedo reaches a value of 0.55 just prior to complete ablation, consistent with observations from boreal forests [Pomeroy and Dion, 1996].

2.3.2. Thermal radiation. The transmission and emission of thermal radiation within a vegetation canopy is dependent on the amount of incoming radiation at the top of the canopy and the physical structure and thermal characteristics of the vegetation.

2.3.2.1. Theory: The thermal radiation beneath forest canopies (\( L_f \)) is altered relative to the thermal flux at open sites (\( L_o \)) due to blockage of sky thermal radiation and emission of thermal radiation from the canopy elements. \( L_f \) is written

\[ L_f = \tau_{c,k} \times L_o + (1 - \tau_{c,k})e_c \sigma T_c^4 \]  

where \( \tau_c \) is the transmissivity of the canopy to thermal radiation (dimensionless), \( L_o \) is the thermal radiation measured above the forest canopy (W m\(^{-2}\)), \( e_c \) is the emissivity of the canopy (0.96 dimensionless), \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.6737 \times 10^{-8} \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-4})$, and \( T_c \) is the mean surface temperature of the canopy (K).

Diffuse solar and thermal radiation are both nondirectional; therefore it is assumed that \( \tau_{c,k} \) is equal to \( \tau_{c,s} \) calculated from the subcanopy radiation measurements. Forest canopies behave as almost perfect black bodies having emissivity values of approximately 0.96 [Price and Petzold, 1984]. Using the scalar values for \( \tau_{c,k} \) and \( e_c \) (8) can be used to calculate \( L_f \) given values for \( L_o \) and \( T_c \), assuming that the measured \( T_c \) values are representative of all canopy elements.

Table 2. Canopy Adjustment Fitting Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SSA-OJP</th>
<th>SSA-OA</th>
<th>SSA-OBS</th>
<th>SSA-OA</th>
<th>SSA-OBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD, W m(^{-2})</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBD, W m(^{-2})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMBD, %</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2.2. Algorithm validation: An example of measured above- and below-canopy radiation values and calculated below-canopy radiation using (8) for the SSA-OA site are shown in Figure 2. Thermal radiation was calculated at the OBS site using canopy temperatures substituted from the SSA-OJP site, due to the absence of an AMS at the SSA-OBS site. At the SSA-OA site, the measured subcanopy thermal radiation varies by approximately 30% relative to the above-canopy thermal radiation over the period of measurement. At SSA-OBS, differences between above- and below-canopy thermal radiation values vary by up to 25%, indicating the importance of accounting for the modification of the open site thermal radiation by forest canopies.

RMSD, AMBD, and RMBD values are shown in Table 2. Thermal radiation does not exhibit much variation over time; therefore ME values are not included in the table. At SSA-OA the RMSD is 6 W m\(^{-2}\), with larger differences at the SSA-OBS site, where data were substituted from SSA-OJP. RMBDs were 0% and 3% for the SSA-OA and SSA-OBS data, respectively. The relatively small differences indicate that the \( L_s \) formulation provides reasonable estimates of thermal radiation, when data from the OJP site are used.

2.3.3. Wind velocity. Wind velocities below the forest canopy \((u_b)\), are typically lower than above-canopy wind velocities \((u_o)\), due to sheltering effects of the forest canopies. Wind velocities control the snow cover turbulent energy fluxes, which are expected to comprise minor portions of the snow cover energy balance in the boreal environment [Hardy et al., 1997]. Errors in below-canopy wind speed calculations should therefore have a negligible effect on the net snow cover energy balance. The mean ratio of concurrent below- to above-canopy wind speed measurements during the 1996 IFC was 0.2. A very simple algorithm was used to estimate the below-canopy wind velocities at 2.0 m above the ground surface, where all values are in m s\(^{-1}\), and is written

\[
\begin{align*}
\ u_f &= 0.2 u_o & u_o > 1 \\
\ u_f &= 0.2 & u_o \leq 1.
\end{align*}
\] (9)

The thresholding at low wind speeds was incorporated to ensure stability of the turbulent transfer routine in SNOBAL.

2.4. Data Preprocessing

SNOBAL requires net snow cover solar radiation, incoming thermal radiation, vapor pressure, wind speed and air temperature near the snow surface, and soil temperature. Where subcanopy data were not present, meteorological data were adjusted using the canopy adjustment algorithms presented above. Where certain parameters were absent or anomalous at a given site, appropriate measures such as linear interpolation, and substitution of data from similar nearby sites were taken to provide reasonable and complete data records.

The snowpack net solar radiation was calculated at each time step from \( S_{d,o} \) and \( S_{d,b} \) by combining (2), (3), and (7). The \( \tau_d \) and \( \mu \) values were calculated at sites where subcanopy solar radiation data were collected and estimated on the basis of canopy characteristics (e.g., conifer, deciduous) at sites where no paired above- and below-canopy radiation data were collected. Values used for \( \tau_d \) and \( \mu \) are listed in Table 3. Incoming subcanopy thermal radiation was calculated from \( L_{d, o} \), \( \tau_r \), and \( T_r \) using (8). Wind velocity was adjusted to account for canopy effects using (9). Sub-canopy vapor pressures were calculated using above-canopy \( rh \) and subcanopy \( T_r \) to account for humidity differences resulting from above- and below-canopy temperature variations. Subcanopy soil temperatures were used without modification during most of the snow season. Soil temperatures were fixed at 0°C from the melt period forward in time to prevent anomalous modeled soil heat fluxes in the event of a simulated snow cover persisting beyond the actual snow cover. Subcanopy air temperatures collected at the SRC AMSs were used without modification.

Precipitation properties were estimated from dew point temperature and precipitation records, according to the dew point temperature and density relationships listed in Table 4. The relationships listed in this table were derived from ob-
Table 3. Canopy Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Cover Type</th>
<th>Height, m</th>
<th>( \tau_c, \tau_v ) Dimensionless</th>
<th>( \mu ), m(^{-1} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OJP</td>
<td>old jack pine</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>old aspen</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBS</td>
<td>old black spruce</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OJP</td>
<td>old jack pine</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.20*</td>
<td>0.040*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTH</td>
<td>spruce / poplar</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.30*</td>
<td>0.033*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*\( \tau_c \) and \( \mu \) assumed to be equivalent to SSA-OJP canopy cover.
*\( \tau_c \) and \( \mu \) estimated to be intermediate between SSA-OJP and SSA-OA values.

Observations of typical fresh snow cover densities during events occurring within the given temperature ranges at BOREAS sites. Although SNOBAL is able to process mixed rain/snow events, mixed events are expected to comprise a minor portion of all precipitation events in the boreal environment; therefore these simple relationships were used. Precipitation temperature was assumed to equal dew point temperature for all events. This approach allows the model to be driven with precipitation data, thereby preserving the snow depth record as an independent model validation data set.

2.5. Mass and Energy Balance Snowmelt Model (SNOBAL)

A detailed discussion of energy and mass transfer over a snow surface and development of SNOBAL was presented by Marks [1988] and is further discussed by Marks and Dozier [1992], Marks et al. [1992], Marks et al. [1998b], and Marks et al. [1999]. A complete description of the model, its input requirements, and output parameters is provided by Marks et al. [1998a]. SNOBAL was used without modification for all snow cover investigations presented here. A brief overview of the model structure is presented to provide a basic description of the snow cover simulation approach.

Seasonal snow cover dynamics are controlled by temperature and vapor gradients within the snow cover, which are caused by energy exchanges at the snow surface, and at the snow-soil interface [Colbeck et al., 1979; Male and Granger, 1981]. SNOBAL is driven by net snow cover solar radiation, incoming thermal radiation, air temperature, vapor pressure, wind speed, soil temperature, and precipitation mass, temperature, density, and state (solid/liquid) fraction. The model determines the snow cover depth, density, and thermal properties from the meteorological conditions throughout the duration of the simulation. The model approximates the snow cover as being composed of two layers, a basal layer, and a fixed-thickness surface layer. At each time step, the model computes the energy balance of each layer and adjusts snow cover mass and thermal conditions at each time step.

3. Results

Analyses of climate data used to drive SNOBAL are presented to describe the boreal climate during the 1994-1995 snow season and to illustrate differences between study sites. Results of snow cover mass- and energy-balance simulations are presented to show temporal trends of energy transfer and variations between sites. Model validation statistics and results from sensitivity analyses provide a quantitative assessment of canopy adjustment and model performance.

3.1. Climate Analyses

Plate 1 shows mean subcanopy climate parameters for 2-week intervals over the course of the snow season. During the midwinter period (December 1 to February 1) solar radiation values are minimal, with mean values less than 20 W m\(^{-2}\) beneath all canopies. The small mean radiation values result from strong radiation extinction by the canopies at the low solar elevation angles and short days. Mean solar radiation is the soil energy flux (W m\(^{-2}\)), and \( M \) is the advected energy flux (W m\(^{-2}\)).

When the snow cover is in thermal equilibrium, there is no change in the net snow cover energy (i.e., \( \Delta Q=0 \)). A positive change in snow cover energy will warm the snowpack, whereas a negative change in energy will cool the snow cover. Significant amounts of melt cannot occur until the entire snow cover reaches 0°C. When the entire snowpack is isothermal at 0°C, a positive energy balance will result in melt, and a negative energy balance will result in refreezing of any water contained within the snowpack. The model simulates each component of the energy balance, calculates the addition or depletion of mass by deposition, melt, evaporation, or runoff, and adjusts snow cover mass and thermal conditions at each time step.

Table 4. Estimated Precipitation Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dew Point Temperature Range, °C</th>
<th>Precipitation Density, kg/m(^2)</th>
<th>Precipitation State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 to 0.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 to -5.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.0 to -10.0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>snow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; -10.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>snow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plate 1. Two-week mean meteorological parameters, October 1, 1994 to June 1, 1995.
beneath all canopies increases during the late winter and early spring, as a combined result of increased intensity, transmittance through the canopy at higher Sun angles, and long days. During the period of maximum ablation rates (May), 2-week mean solar radiation values vary from approximately 90 to 200 W m\(^{-2}\), between the SSA-OBs and SSA-OA canopies, which represent the most optically dense (OBS) and most optically transparent (OA) cover classes investigated. On average, SSA-OA values are 73% of the SSA-open values, indicating minimal shading by the leafless deciduous canopy.

Above-canopy thermal radiation shows little seasonal variation but varies diurnally by about 50 W m\(^{-2}\), depending on local meteorological conditions, such as air temperature and degree of cloud cover. During the snow season, below-canopy thermal radiation is enhanced for all canopies by 13.5% on average, relative to above-canopy thermal radiation. The mean thermal radiation enhancement does not vary greatly between canopy types, ranging from 11% for the relatively sparse SSA-OA canopy to 16% for the relatively dense SSA-OBS canopy.

Mean differences between canopy and subcanopy air temperatures range from +1.0\(^\circ\)C at the SSA-OJP site to -1.1\(^\circ\)C at the SSA-OA site. During the spring months, the temperature differences increase in magnitude and can exceed 5\(^\circ\)C during the daytime, as a result of increased incident solar radiation. The mean difference between canopy and air temperature at the NSA-OJP site is +0.2\(^\circ\)C. Mean 2-week subcanopy air temperatures are shown in Plate 1. Mean air temperatures at the SSA-OA and SSA-open sites are 1.8\(^\circ\)C warmer than the mean \(T_{ad}\) at the SSA-OJP site. Mean \(T_{ad}\) values at the NSA-OJP and NSA-YTH sites are similar, with a mean difference of +0.3\(^\circ\)C, and are on average 2.7\(^\circ\)C cooler than the SSA sites.

Mean vapor pressures during the ablation period are below 611 Pa (saturation vapor pressure at 0\(^\circ\)C), indicating that vapor gradients will tend to be directed away from the snow surface when the snow cover is actively melting. In such an environment, the snow cover is expected to lose mass and energy by evaporation, thereby cooling the snow cover. Mean vapor pressure differences between sites appear to be due to air temperature differences between the sites (Plate 1).

The mean below-canopy wind velocity is 0.4 m s\(^{-1}\), with higher mean velocities, ranging up to 2.2 m s\(^{-1}\) occurring at the open site, as a result of greater exposure (Plate 1). Mean wind velocities are relatively stable, exhibiting minor fluctuation throughout the snow season.

### 3.2. Snow Cover Energy and Mass Balance Simulations

SNOBAL was run at a 15 min timestep from October 1, 1994 to June 1, 1995, using canopy-adjusted meteorological data at the OJP, OA, and OBS sites in the SSA and at the OJP and YTH sites in the NSA. SNOBAL was run using above-canopy meteorological data from the SSA-OJP site to approximate conditions at the SSA-open location. Model results were validated using automatic and manual snow depth measurements from the various canopy covers. Results from the seasonal snow cover simulations serve to quantitatively describe the processes of snow cover mass and energy transfer beneath various canopies in the boreal environment for an entire snow season and to provide a means to evaluate the performance of the canopy adjustment algorithms.

#### 3.2.1. Snow cover energy balance

Figures 3a-3f present the 15 min average values for \(\Delta Q\), \(R_s\), \(G\), \(H\), \(L_E\), and \(M\) at the SSA-OJP site to illustrate snow cover energy flux trends beneath a moderately transmissive canopy. Plate 2 presents the relative contribution of the net all-wave radiation (\(R_s\)), soil heat (\(G\)), and sum of the sensible and latent heat fluxes (\(H + L_E\)) to the total snow cover energy flux (\(\Delta Q\)) at all subcanopy sites.

From the deposition of a permanent snow cover in November, through February, the 2-week mean monthly net snow cover energy remains at or near zero for all sites. From late March through complete snow cover ablation in May, the mean net energy is consistently positive and increases steeply at all sites in the SSA. The mean net energy is positive from late April through ablation in the NSA.

The \(\Delta Q\) mirrors the net snow cover radiation (\(R_s\)), indicating the strong radiative control on snow cover energy fluxes (Figures 3a and 3b). The large contribution of radiative fluxes, ranging from 66% to 92% of the net snow cover energy balance is indicated in Plate 2. The primary difference between sites is in the timing and variation of \(R_s\) contribution, which occurs earlier, and is larger in the open and within transmissive canopies, relative to the optically dense canopies.

Soil heat flux (\(G\)) comprises from 46% to 50% of the energy balance early in the snow season, while the soil releases energy as it cools and freezes (Figure 3c). Although the relative contribution of \(G\) to the total energy flux is large early in the season, \(R_s\), \(H\), and \(L_E\) balance the energy gain, resulting in a very small mean \(\Delta Q\), as indicated in Plate 2.

The net turbulent energy transfer (\(H + L_E\)) on average comprises 11% of the energy balance at all forested sites (Plate 2). Sensible heat fluxes (\(H\)) oscillate in direction during the snow season, whereas latent heat fluxes (\(L_E\)) tend to be negative throughout the season, indicating evaporative cooling of the snow cover (Figures 3d and 3e). The mean contribution of turbulent fluxes to the net energy fluxes at the SSA-open site is 25%, largely as a result of higher wind velocities.

Advection energy transfer tends to be sporadic and positive during the winter months, as warmer snow is deposited on top of a cold snowpack during occasional precipitation events (Figure 3f). During spring meltout, small positive advective fluxes occur during several rain events. Advection energy fluxes are less than 2% of the net energy balance when averaged over 2-week periods and are therefore not evident in Plate 2.

#### 3.2.2. Snow cover mass balance

When snow is present, SNOBAL calculates runoff as the sum of melt and rain, less the available liquid-holding capacity of the snow cover. Early in the spring, several minor melt events that do not exceed the water-holding capacity of the snow cover occur at all sites. The production of runoff at all sites follows a distinctly diurnal trend driven by net radiation variability, with irregular runoff spikes resulting from isolated cold (~0\(^\circ\)C) rain events.

At the forested SSA sites, melt with associated runoff production starts on April 11 and continues over a period of 3 weeks, with all sites exhibiting complete ablation by May 7.
Figure 3. Simulated snow cover energy-balance trends, SSA-OJP site, October 1, 1994 to June 1, 1995.
Plate 2. Two-week mean snow cover net energy fluxes, indicating the relative contribution of the dominant flux components.
Ablation is advanced at the open site by approximately two weeks, relative to the forested locations. Maximum sustained melt rates beneath the aspen canopy exceeded 1 mm h$^{-1}$, whereas maximum sustained melt rates beneath the OJP and OBS canopies approached 0.7 mm h$^{-1}$. The variation in melt rates, coupled with a larger snowpack beneath the OA canopy, resulted in synchronous complete ablation observed both with the model results and with empirical measurements.

The onset of seasonal ablation at the NSA sites also occurs on April 11. Snowpack masses are very similar at both the NSA-OJP and the SSA-OJP sites; however, slower melt rates in the NSA-OJP result in complete ablation 2-3 days later than at the SSA-OJP site. Melt rates at the NSA-YTH site are comparable to the NSA-OJP site; however, a substantially larger snowpack results in an extended ablation period, with complete ablation occurring almost 1 week after the NSA-OJP.

### 3.2.3. Model Validation

Continuous automatic depth measurements from small open areas within each canopy were used to validate the simulated snow cover depths (Table 1). In addition, mean depth measurements recorded manually during bimonthly snow course surveys within each canopy type provided an additional validation data set. Snow course measurements are not located in close vicinity to the sites where AMSs are located but were chosen to be representative of conditions beneath the various land cover types. The manual snow course measurements are useful to validate the SNOBAL results and to evaluate the performance of the canopy adjustment algorithms at other forested sites where detailed sub-canopy meteorological measurements are absent.

Figures 4a-4f show the automatic and manual measured and modeled snow depths for all sites. No AMS was installed at the SSA-OBS site; therefore the manual snow course data for a black spruce canopy 43 km to the southeast was used to evaluate data preprocessing and model performance at this site. Manual snow course measurements were also used to assess the model performance at the open site. Model-fitting statistics computed using both automatic and manual depth measurements are presented in Table 5.

The model accurately simulates snow depths at the forested locations, as indicated by MEs ranging from 0.90 to 0.94. RMSDs at the forested locations are all less than 5.0 cm, with relative biases ranging from 0% to -6%. Simulated depths at the NSA sites exhibit good agreement with measured values, indicating that the preprocessing algorithms developed at the NSA sites can be effectively applied to the NSA sites. Good agreement is also evident between the simulated and manual depth measurements, demonstrating the applicability of the preprocessing algorithms at sites where detailed meteorological measurements are absent. Model efficiency at the open location is 0.82, with a relative bias of -11%, apparently due to a misrepresented compaction event in mid-March, shown in Figure 4d.

The simulated snowpack at the SSA sites completely ablates from 5 to 6 days later than the measured ablation date, recorded by the automatic depth sensor (Figure 4). Ablation at the snow course measurement sites was delayed relative to the automatic sites, indicating better agreement with the simulated ablation dates. Modeled ablation dates occur approximately 2 days later than measured dates at the NSA sites.

### 3.2.4. Model Sensitivity

Snow cover sensitivity analyses were completed to investigate the effect of variations in the $\mu$ and $\tau_s$ parameters on net solar and thermal radiation and on the corresponding simulated snow cover depths. Table 6 presents the results of sensitivity runs completed at the SSA-OJP site. The center cell of the table presents model-fitting statistics for the simulation, completed using the empirically derived $\mu$ and $\tau_s$ parameters, discussed above. Relatively large variations in $\mu$ and $\tau_s$ were used to investigate the sensitivity of the model results to large errors in measured or estimated canopy parameters. Increases in $\tau_s$ represent a shift toward sparser canopies, whereas increases in $\mu$ represent a shift toward optically denser canopies (see Table 3). Canopies with opposing density shifts, such as those shown in the top right and bottom left cells of the table, are physically anomalous but were included to cover a full range of both parameters.

The percent change between the mean net solar and thermal snow cover radiation computed with the altered canopy parameters relative to the simulation using the derived parameters is also presented in Table 6. Altering $\mu$ and $\tau_s$ by ±0.01 m$^{-1}$ and ±0.1, respectively, results in the alteration of net solar radiation by -28% to +35% and in the alteration of net thermal radiation by -36% to +24%. Consistent shifts in $\mu$ and $\tau_s$ (i.e., both toward denser or sparser cover) result in opposing net solar and thermal radiation changes. In most cases the model-fitting statistics change slightly, except in the cases where $\tau_s$ is changed to 0.1. In all cases the RMSDs change by 3 cm of snow depth or less. AMBDs change by 2.5 cm or less, except for the simulation with $\mu=0.03$ and $\tau_s=0.1$, which is representative of a physically anomalous canopy, as noted above.

The sensitivity of the model to wind velocity adjustments was also tested at the SSA-OJP site using doubled wind velocities relative to the simulation discussed above. The model-fitting statistics produced an ME=0.90, RMSD=4 cm, AMBD=-2 cm, and RMBD=-7%. These values suggest that the model performance is altered only slightly relative to the SSA-OJP snow cover depth simulation presented above. The analyses indicate that the model performance is generally insensitive to relatively large variations in the derived canopy parameters for radiation and wind velocity adjustments.

### 4. Discussion

Results of the SNOBAL simulations indicate that the springtime snow cover energy gain is dominated by net radiation fluxes with negligible contributions from turbulent, soil heat and advected energy fluxes. This suggests that relatively large errors in calculated turbulent, soil heat and advected energy may not adversely affect the simulated snow cover results. Highly accurate canopy adjustment algorithms for wind speed, vapor pressure, and air temperature are probably not essential to accurately simulate snow cover deposition and ablation beneath boreal forest canopies, given the minor turbulent flux components. Simple adjustments for sub-canopy wind speed reductions and the assumption that relative humidities beneath the forest canopy are equivalent to above-canopy relative humidities are therefore acceptable.
Figure 4. Measured and simulated snow depths at the SSA-OJP, SSA-OA, SSA-OBS, SSA-open, NSA-OJP, and NSA-YTH sites, October 1, 1994 to June 1, 1995.
for modeling sub-canopy snow cover dynamics. Analyses of above- and below-canopy air temperatures indicate that sub-canopy air temperatures are usually colder than the above-canopy air temperatures. Other investigations concerning sites where sub-canopy air temperatures are not measured should consider the potential alteration of canopy covers on surface climate conditions.

The relative importance of radiation in controlling snow cover processes indicates the necessity of accurate canopy adjustment algorithms for solar and thermal radiation. Adjustment algorithms which can be driven with forest parameters easily derived from Geographic Information Systems (GIS) or remote sensing products are therefore necessary to complete spatially distributed snow cover model runs in forested environments. The six snow cover simulations indicate that simple cover class and zenith-angle-dependent correction factors can be applied to open site radiation data to describe radiation regimes beneath forest canopies for snow cover modeling.

The good agreement between measured and simulated snow depths in canopies where no sub-canopy radiation measurements were completed (i.e., NSA-OJP, NSA-YTH, and snow course locations) suggests that canopy optical parameters may be estimated from limited knowledge of canopy cover classification and height. Radiation transfer theory and results from sensitivity analyses suggest that the canopy structure parameters (\(\mu, c_a\)) may not need to be known with a high degree of accuracy, since canopies modulate the radiative input by reemitting absorbed solar radiation as thermal radiation. Errors in the transmitted solar radiation will therefore be partially compensated by opposing errors in thermal emission, reducing the sensitivity of the calculated below-canopy radiation to the canopy parameters.

The radiation adjustment algorithms used in these simulations are effective at the five forested sites. These techniques may not be adequate for rigorous spatially distributed snow cover modeling, requiring a high degree of accuracy for all land cover classes. Geometric optical radiative transfer studies of conifer canopies clearly indicate that simple Beers-Bouger-Lambert law adjustments to open site radiation data do not accurately describe the transfer of solar radiation beneath sparse, short, or highly discontinuous canopies [Ni et al., 1997]. Modeling investigations also demonstrated that canopy density is as important as canopy height in controlling radiation transmission in boreal environments [Davis et al., 1997]. More accurate adjustment algorithms for solar

### Table 5. Model Fitting Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>OJP</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>OJP</th>
<th>YTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD, cm</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBD, cm</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMBD, %</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers in the top row are calculated using continuous automatic depth measurements recorded hourly. Numbers in the bottom row are calculated using manual depth measurements recorded bimonthly.

### Table 6. Results from SSA-OJP Snow Cover Sensitivity Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\mu), Extinction Coefficient, m(^{-1})</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dense, 0.10</th>
<th>0.20</th>
<th>Sparse, 0.30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense, 0.050</td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSD, cm</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMBD, cm</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMBD, %</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta S_{cf}/\Delta l_n, %)</td>
<td>-28 / +24</td>
<td>-19 / +9</td>
<td>-11 / -15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>(0.80)</td>
<td>(0.93)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSD, cm</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>(3.5)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMBD, cm</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>(-1.5)</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMBD, %</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>(-6)</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta S_{cf}/\Delta l_n, %)</td>
<td>-9 / +13</td>
<td>(0 / 0)</td>
<td>+9 / -24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparse, 0.030</td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSD, cm</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMBD, cm</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMBD, %</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta S_{cf}/\Delta l_n, %)</td>
<td>+17 / -2</td>
<td>+26 / -12</td>
<td>+35 / -36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results shown in parentheses correspond to the simulation discussed in the text. \(\Delta S_{cf}\) and \(\Delta l_n\) values represent the mean changes in radiation data relative to the simulation in parentheses.
radiation should therefore be driven by a minimum of species type, height, and stem density to accurately describe radiation beneath highly variable canopy types. Application of the general techniques developed for radiation adjustments in forests by Price [1997] will provide more accurate distributed radiation fields beneath a wide range of canopy structures.

The adjustments for solar radiation include a series of simplifying assumptions that may be corrected or improved. The adjustments used in these investigations assumed the canopy to be an isotropic absorber, with $\mu$ constant at all Sun angles. Empirical and modeling studies indicate that a greater proportion of radiation is transmitted at relatively low Sun angles than would be predicted if the canopy were to act as an isotropic absorber, due to the horizontal orientation of the branch elements [Ni et al., 1997; Pomeroy and Dion, 1996]. The adjustments used in these simulations are therefore expected to underestimate sub-canopy solar radiation at low solar elevation angles. Validation data suggest that this underestimation may not significantly affect the simulated snow cover dynamics at the five forested sites. This is because low energy intensity and high snow albedos at low Sun angles render canopy transmission errors insignificant. Conversely, the canopy transmittance parameters were derived from midwinter measurements and may inherently account for increased transmittance at low Sun angles.

Snow cover radiative energy transfer in forested systems is also affected by the spectral properties of the incoming radiation and canopy elements. Conifer canopies strongly absorb radiation in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, while preferentially reflecting and transmitting near-infrared (NIR) radiation. NIR radiation may also be enhanced at low solar elevation angles typical of the high-latitude boreal environment. The near-infrared snow cover albedo is less than the visible snow cover albedo. The adjustment algorithms do not account for the spectral alteration and increased absorption of radiant energy in the near-infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The omission of canopy spectral properties in the adjustment algorithms may therefore result in the underestimation of snow cover net solar radiation.

The simulated snow cover at the four continuously monitored sites completely ablates from 1 to 6 days later than the observed ablation dates, consistent with other snow cover simulations at the SSA-OJP site [Hardy et al., 1997]. The discrepancies in the results presented here may be due to inaccuracies in the canopy adjustment algorithms or estimated debris deposition functions. The snow cover albedo calculation also neglect the albedo decrease resulting from the solar radiation penetration of very shallow snow covers, which may delay simulated melt. The calculation of turbulent energy exchange assumes a continuous snow cover, which may not be present prior to complete ablation at a given point. Violation of this assumption is likely to slow the simulated snowmelt, due to the inability of the turbulent transfer routines to simulate small scale-advection of warm, relatively humid air masses from patches of bare ground [Shook and Gray, 1997].

Ablation dates for the three forested SSA sites were very similar despite differing canopy structures. The differences between sites are reduced due to a greater quantity of SWE and taller canopy at the OA site, and a relatively short OBS canopy, which partially offsets the lower optical transmissivity of the denser canopy. The northern and southern OJP sites also ablate at approximately the same time, apparently due to shorter canopy heights in the NSA, which permit greater transittance of solar radiation relative to the taller SSA-OJP canopy. Complete ablation is delayed at the NSA-YTH site, despite larger canopy transmissivity values due to greater amounts of SWE deposited at this site. Comparisons between the various sites and canopy covers illustrate how both depositional patterns and variations in canopy structures interact to control the rate and volume of meltwater delivery to a given site.

The dominance of the radiative energy components of the snow cover energy balance beneath forest canopies illustrates the importance of high-quality above- and below-canopy radiation measurements, both to develop quantitative descriptions of forest canopies and to drive energy balance snow cover models for hydrological analyses. To fully characterize the radiative transfer processes within forest canopies, detailed above-canopy global solar, diffuse solar, and thermal measurements should be taken over a minimum of one annual cycle. These measurements should be coupled with below-canopy global and thermal radiation measurements at several times during the year to analyze transfer processes at a full range of Sun angles and canopy conditions. The addition of forest element (e.g., canopy, branch, trunk) surface temperatures can provide valuable information regarding the thermal radiative characteristics of canopies. Detailed radiation measurements within and above a variety of canopy types, as in the BOREAS investigation, yield valuable information, which improves the understanding of energy transfer processes for hydrologic investigations and assists in the analysis of the potential effects of changing land cover patterns.

5. Conclusions

The modeling results indicate that where high-quality below-canopy radiation data exist, simple canopy adjustment algorithms can be developed and applied to open site or above-canopy meteorological data to drive snow cover energy balance models. These results also demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithms within a wide variety of canopy types, ranging from the highly transmissive OA canopy to the optically dense OBS canopy, by accurately representing snowpack development and both the timing and the rate of seasonal melt. The relative simplicity of the algorithms permits these techniques to be applied for spatially distributed snow cover modeling, as demonstrated by Link and Marks [1999]. The canopy adjustments do not explicitly consider individual canopy elements and may not be so effective for other land covers with significantly different structures. Canopy adjustment algorithms for rigorous spatially distributed snow cover simulations would therefore benefit from the inclusion of explicit parameterizations for tree species type, height, dimension, and stem density relationships while operating within a framework of commonly available spatial data products.

The results suggest that snow cover ablation in the boreal forest may be more sensitive to shifts in land cover patterns, which strongly affect snow cover radiative fluxes. In general, land cover changes toward more open and deciduous
canopies will increase the rate of snowmelt delivery and cause earlier complete ablation. Predicted climate shifts toward drier conditions may similarly cause earlier complete ablation, due to reduced total snow cover and sunnier conditions. Earlier snow cover ablation dates will consequently advance and extend the seasonal warming and drying of the boreal regions. Hydrologic and energy-balance studies of the boreal regions must therefore consider expected changes in both land use and snow cover depositional patterns, due to the strong role each exerts in controlling seasonal changes in the surface energy balance of a region.

**Notation**

- \( G \) heat transfer by conduction and diffusion between snow cover and soil, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( H \) sensible heat flux, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( L_a \) subcanopy thermal radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( L_{ab} \) above-canopy thermal radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( L_{af} \) latent heat flux, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( M \) heat transfer by advection, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( \Delta Q \) change in snow cover energy, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( R_a \) net all-wave radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_b \) direct solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{ab} \) subcanopy direct solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{ad} \) subcanopy diffuse solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{ad} \) above-canopy diffuse solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{go} \) global solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{go} \) subcanopy global solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{go} \) above-canopy global solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_n \) snow cover net solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( S_{nc} \) subcanopy snow cover net solar radiation, W m\(^{-2}\).
- \( T_a \) air temperature, K or °C.
- \( T_{ai} \) subcanopy air temperature, K or °C.
- \( T_c \) canopy temperature, K or °C.
- \( T_s \) soil temperature, K or °C.
- \( e_v \) vapor pressure of the air, Pa.
- \( h \) vegetation canopy height, m.
- \( r_h \) relative humidity, dimensionless.
- \( u \) subcanopy wind speed, m s\(^{-1}\).
- \( u_a \) above-canopy wind speed, m s\(^{-1}\).
- \( \alpha_d \) direct albedo, dimensionless.
- \( \alpha_{ai} \) diffuse albedo, dimensionless.
- \( \alpha_{air} \) near-infrared (0.7-2.8 μm) albedo, dimensionless.
- \( \alpha_{air} \) visible (0.28-0.7 μm) albedo, dimensionless.
- \( \varepsilon_c \) canopy surface emissivity, dimensionless.
- \( \mu \) canopy optical extinction coefficient, m\(^{-1}\).
- \( \theta \) Stefan-Boltzman constant, 5.6697x10\(^{8}\) W m\(^{-2}\) K\(^{-4}\).
- \( \tau_c \) canopy optical transmissivity for diffuse radiation, dimensionless.
- \( \tau_t \) canopy optical transmissivity for thermal radiation, dimensionless.
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